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U. students react to STD tests 
By Erica leroux 
CUES! WRITER • 
"1 hadn'l been with anyone 
before, I never thought a sexually 
transmitted disease could hap- 
pen to me," Jen said. 
Jen, a sophomore, did not think 
she had to worry about STDs until 
she went to the health center with 
a bad cold and found out she 
could have symptoms for herpes. 
"Getting tested for herpes 
scared me," Jen said. "I didn't 
think it could happen to me. I was 
really sick and they (the Student 
Health Center) tested me for her- 
pes. 
Having the personal scare 
made me realize that it can hap- 
pen to me and I can get a STD like 
herpes through oral sex. That 
never sunk in for me before that 
happened, )en said." 
So what are STDs? STDs are 
infections you can get by having 
sex with someone who has an 
infection. The STDs arc usually 
passed on by having sexual inter- 
course with someone, but can 
also be passed on by other types 
of sex. such as oral sex. 
Looking at )en it makes you 
wonder whether students at the 
University are knowledgeable on 
STDs. Are they practicing safe sex 
and have they ever been tested for 
a STD while at the University? 
The questions are hard to 
answer without doing a massive 
survey on all students at the 
University, but here are a few sto- 
ries other students have and 
some truths about STDs at the 
University. 
While every student is not in 
lens exact predicament it would 
be foolish to say that students are 
not having sex, and if they arc 
practicing safe sex all the time. 
The staff at the Student Health 
Center said if you had unprotect- 
ed sex. if you have any symptoms 
or you have changed sex partners, 
you should get tested for STDs. 
STDs are broken into two cate- 
gories: STDs caused by bacteria 
and STDs caused by viruses. 
An example of STDs caused by 
bacteria are chlamydia, gonor- 
rhea and syphilis. Most bacterial 
STDs do not have symptoms and 
symptoms for women and men 
may be different. 
In both males and females, 
chlamydia and gonorrhea may 
have a colored discharge and pain 
during urination. Early signs of 
syphilis are canchre (a red sore 
that is painless), which appears in 
areas where you have been 
touched during sex 
Tracie, a senior, found out she 
had gonorrhea at the Student 
Health Center. 
"I was devastated at first," 
Tracie said. "I felt dirty, but the 
doctors gave me pills and 1 was 
fine. It was really no big deal at 
all." 
Bacterial infections are cured 
through antibiotics. It is impor- 
tant to know that both you and 
your partner must be treated in 
order to stop the disease. If not 
taken care of, bacterial infections 
can cause long-term damage in 
STD, PAGE 2 
MOSLEY HALL Walking down the stairs in Moseley Hall, students can see a collage of different images including fish. 
MOSELEY   HALL 
Kevin Vorhees BG News 
LOOKING BACK 
AT HISTORY 
By Laura Neidert 
SWF WRIIER 
Out of all the places on cam- 
pus, there is one inparticular 
where a strong sense of the 
University's history can be felt. 
That place would be in Moseley 
Hall, one of the first buildings on 
campus, which is now intercon- 
nected with University and 
I l.inii.i Halls. 
The reason why the sense of 
history can be felt there is 
because it was built in 1916, just 
six years after the University's 
inception. It began its life as the 
Math and Science building 
Currently, it houses the Off- 
Campus Student Center, along 
with off-campus and computer 
mailboxes, the Writing Lab, the 
Study Skills Lab, the University's 
theater program costume shop 
and classroom space. 
It was named after Edwin L 
Moseley, who was the first pro- 
fessor of science here at the 
University. As a matter of fact, he 
was the entire science depart- 
ment.   Moseley  was   always 
known as being a bit eccentric 
When he died, he left his entire 
estate to the University, which 
they could use however they 
saw fit. 
Owing to the University's his- 
tory as an agricultural institu- 
tion, a class called agriculture 
201 once met in the basement of 
Moseley Hall Surprisingly, they 
ieamed proper milking tech- 
niques on live cows that were 
kept in the building. 
The entire hall was renovated 
and expanded in the 1950s, in 
order to reconfigure rooms for 
more modem conveniences in 
biology and chemistry classes. 
That renovation cost about 
$50,000 at the time. 
Finally in 1967, as a result of 
the current Math Science 
Building being built, it came to 
be used for its purpose today. 
As it went from the science 
building to what it is today, there 
was an intriguing problem that 
needed to be solved. The win- 
dows in the building were not 
sufficient to keep the wind out of 
LOUNGE: This lounge outside the 
dents to sit and study, 
the building and regulate the 
interior temperature. 
So in 1977, the building had to 
be closed because all the win- 
dows were removed and then 
replaced. This took place when 
it was cold outside, so Moseley 
stood with black plastic covering 
its windows for several weeks. 
All classes held there had to be 
moved due to concerns for stu- 
K«vinVorh««BGNws 
Writers' Lab is a place for stu- 
dent safety. 
In 1962 Moseley Hall changed 
into its current purpose, the 
University had 93 buildings and 
the total value of the land it was 
on was $1,432,500, according to 
the Ohio Capital Inventory. 
Furthermore, the University was 
situated on 955 acres of land 
total. 
UNIVERSITY STD STATISTICS 
These are statistics from Bowling Green State University Student 
Health Services for the 1999-2000 school year. Out of the number of 
people tested, these are the amount of students who tested positive 
or negative for STD's. 
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ITS holds fair 
for a change 
By Ben Schart 
CHIEF REPORTER 
Information Technology 
Services is continuing with the e- 
mail 2000 Project and is welcom- 
ing all students to migrate to the 
new system. 
This week and next week ITS is 
holding the E-mail Migration Fair 
in 101A Olscamp Hall. It will give 
off-campus students the oppor- 
tunity to pick up all the informa- 
tion they need to migrate to the 
new e-mail system. 
The fair is Tuesday from 5-7 
p.m., Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. and Monday and Tuesday, 
Dec. 18 and 19, from 11 am. to 2 
p.m. 
The fair has eight tables set up 
alphabetically where students 
receive personalized information 
they need to migrate to the new 
system. There are also two tables 
set up for anyone with questions 
and   four   migration   stations 
manned by volunteers who i 
walk students through the migrn - 
tion process. 
After receiving the personal 
ized information, the actual 
migration can be done at any 
computer with Internet aco l 
and a web browser by going to 
www.bgsu.edu/email and follow- 
ing a few simple instructions. 
Jennifer Sader. e-mail system. 
administrator for H'S, encour.io • 
students to stop in at tin.' 
Migration Fair. 
"It's relatively painless, fast and 
simple. It's only going to take a 
couple minutes to come in. get 
their letters, get help if they need 
it and be able to use their account 
by tomorrow," she said. 
On Friday, on-campus stu- 
dents received a personalized let - 
E-MAIL PAGE 2 
Associated Press Photo 
DELTA: Friends react as they see the flight they were meeting pas- 
sengers for has been canceled. 
Delta airlines 
pilots strike 
By Justin Bachman 
AP BUSINESS WRIIER 
ATLANTA — A federal judge 
Monday denied Delta Air Lines' 
request for an injunction against 
pilots who have declined over- 
time shifts. 
U.S. District Judge Willis Hunt 
Jr. said Delta had not provided 
enough evidence in its lawsuit 
against the Air Line Pilots 
Association to show that the 
union had coordinated a cam- 
paign against overtime. 
Hunt "found that there is an 
ongoing concerted effort on the 
part of Delta pilots to refuse over- 
time work," but said he was at a 
loss to determine who to enjoin 
related to the activity. 
The airline filed suit Dec. 5 
against the union seeking an 
order to make pilots restore the 
"status quo" in their overtime 
requests. It also named 49 indi- 
vidual pilots. 
Hunt wrote that Delta had not 
proven the alleged roles the 49 
DELTA, PAGE 2 
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ITS prepares 
college for change 
E-MAIL FROM PAGE 1 
ter from ITS with migration 
information and a personalized 
password. According to ITS, 
there were 600 students who 
Jnade the migration over the 
weekend. 
According to Sader, ITS wants 
"to get as many people migrated 
before break as we can. We 
thought a lot of people might 
want to use their e-mail accounts 
over break." 
The new e-mail system will be 
improved and be more reliable 
than the current Lotus Notes sys- 
tem. The new system will be able 
to handle the volume of mes- 
sages much better than Lotus 
Notes. 
The biggest change in the sys- 
tem, however, is that students 
ran now access their e-mail on 
the web at webmail.bgsu.edu. 
Web-based e-mail means that 
ill be able to access their 
account from any computer ter- 
minal in the world with an 
Internet connection and a web 
browser. 
Web-based e-mail will be sim- 
ilar to hotmail.com, featuring 
spellcheck and a.directory of 
every users' e-mail address. 
"This way, you can do it from 
anywhere. It's nice for traveling 
faculty. They always wanted a 
way to access their accounts 
from other areas," Sader said. 
Anyone who has already 
received their instructions can 
come to the fair and have their 
questions answered aboilt the 
new e-mail system. 
At the fair, students can also 
register for door prizes. 
Drawings for zip disks, and a $25 
and $ 10 bookstore certificate will 
be held on the last day of the fair. 
More information on the pro- 
ject can be found at 
www.bgsu.edu/email. 
University students react to STD test 
Pilots deny taking 
overtime 
OEITA. FROM PAGE 1 
pilots played in the overtime 
ban. But he said that nothing in 
his order should be read to pre- 
vent Delta, the nation's third- 
largest carrier, from refiling its 
request if the situation changes. 
The judge also warned that his 
order did not absolve A1PA 
membership from liability since 
the court found evidence of vio- 
lations of the Railway Labor Act, 
which prohibits "self-help" and 
other job actions by airline and 
railroad employees. 
Delta and its 9.800 pilots have 
been in contract talks since 
September 1999. 
The company said the pilots 
are declining overtime to express 
flights 
their displeasure with the com- 
pany's pay proposal, which seeks 
to tie future raises to the compa- 
ny's financial performance. 
Only a fraction of pilots regu- 
larly fly overtime, but Delta relies 
on that overtime to fill out its 
flight schedule. But because of 
scheduling difficulties, the carri- 
er has begun trimming about 3 
percent to 5 percent —100 to 125 
flights — from its daily 2,700- 
flight schedule. 
While Delta concedes that all 
overtime flights are voluntary, 
the company believed a restrain- 
ing order would stop pilots from 
organizing what Delta terms an 
"illegal job action." = 
STD, FROM PAGE 1 
people including infertility in 
women. 
Sexually transmitted diseases 
by viruses are more serious. 
Hepatitis B, herpes, HPV (genital 
warts) and Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) 
are viral diseases. These diseases 
are usually not curable, but some 
medication can be given to 
inhibit the disease. 
Marie, a junior, talks about her 
experience with HPV 
"A friend my sophomore year 
had genital warts," Marie said. "It 
was awful. She had to get them 
burned off or something. I think 
getting them removed cured her 
but we never talked about it after 
that." 
Genital warts and herpes have 
symptoms such as lesions on 
skin, but Hepatitis B and HIV 
may not have noticeable symp- 
toms and if they do, a person may 
confuse them with the flu or a 
cold. 
Anyone who has unprotected 
sex of any form can get a STD. 
You can get one by having unpro- 
tected sexual contact with one 
person. Most STDs do not have 
obvious symptoms if any at all, 
and some professionals say not 
enough students are getting test- 
ed at the University. 
Amy Kose, nurse clinician for 
the Student Health Service, said 
STDs are something that every 
student should think about. 
"Every day there is someone I 
see with symptoms of a STD. It is 
definitely out there." Kose said. 
Kose said students feel it will 
not happen to them. It is the atti- 
tude that "yes it is out there, but it 
just cannot happen to me." 
So how do we change those 
perceptions in students? 
"Education is the best tool," 
Kose said. "It is human nature we 
are working against and that is 
hard to change." 
Very few students know that 
STDs are a problem at the 
University. 
lared. a senior, got tested for 
most STDs when he was in the 
military, but he has not thought 
about the situation here. 
"I do not know how big of a 
problem STDs are on campus 
because I have never encoun- 
tered them or known anyone 
who has. So, I guess I do not find 
it to be a problem," Jared said. 
Melissa, a junior, said most stu- 
dents do not get tested for two 
reasons. 
"Most students feel it cannot 
happen to them," Melissa said. 
"The rest of the students just do 
not know the truth and what can 
happen to them." 
"My freshman year I went and 
got tested for AIDS," Melissa said. 
"My friend had unprotected sex a 
few times and decided she 
should get tested and asked if I 
would do it with her. The test was 
anonymous and free, so I said, 
'Why not.' 
"I had been tested the year 
before for AIDS and was clean. I 
hadn't slept with anyone except a 
virgin since then, but once I 
walked in that door to take the 
test I was afraid. I knew, most 
likely, nothing was wrong with 
me, but how did 1 know? I think 
that is how most students feel, so 
they just ignore it hoping it can 
somehow magically go away." 
Mike, a graduate student, has 
never been tested for STDs. 
"I do not think it is that big of a 
deal on campus," Mike said. 
"Besides, we do not hear about 
how big of a deal it is. I do not 
sleep with girls that sleep around 
a lot so it doesn't really concern 
me." 
LuAnn Hogrefe, nurse clinician 
at the Student Health Service, 
said a true understanding of the 
severity of STDs on the campus is 
hard to tell because we do not 
have mandatory testing. 
"Men tend to come in when 
they have a symptom," Hogrefe 
said. "But most STDs do not 
always have symptoms, especial- 
ly chlamydia." 
The Student Health Service 
tests females for chlamydia and 
gonorrhea during their annual 
visit 
A female's annual visit is a pap 
smear to make sure her body and 
organs are OK. During that rime, 
a woman is swabbed along the 
wall of her vagina to see if she 
may have a STD. A lot of women 
get tested because the only way 
to get birth control pills each year 
is to have an annual exam. 
Aaron, a junior, believes that 
more men should be tested for 
STDs. 
"It is scary to know that so 
many men are not getting test- 
ed," Aaron said. "The University 
should do something like the 
annual test for females to get 
more men tested. 1 think most 
men do not want to deal with the 
pain, though. So there must be a 
way to do away with the painful 
male testing for STDs. 
Last year alone, over 2000 stu- 
dents got tested for chlamydia 
and over 1800 were females. 
"Because we do not have an 
annual test for men, most men 
do not come in and get tested," 
Hogrefe said. "Most men believe 
the testing is painful, but within 
the past two to three years, we 
have started using a urine test for 
chlamydia, which is painless." 
Priscilla Durrant, from the 
University of Rhode Island 
Health Services, conducted a 
study for the American College 
Health Association, ACHA. at the 
annual meeting in 2000 in 
Toronto. The study compared 
chlamydia and herpes rates on 
different college campuses. 
The study was sent out to 64 
schools and 36 responded. 
Bowling Green took part in the 
survey, and just over half of the 
colleges had the same enroll- 
ment rate as Bowling Green. 
So how did Bowling Green 
compare to die other 35 universi- 
ties? 
Women at Bowling Green had 
a lower rate of chlamydia than 
average. The average was 1.9 per- 
cent for the 36 universities and 
1.5 percent for Bowling Green. 
Men at Bowling Green were 
slightly higher than the average 
of 7.4 percent with a rate of 9.5 
percent. 
"This may appear to be bad," 
Hogrefe said. "But it is important 
to understand that the University 
does not have mandatory testing 
for men and some other univer- 
sities routinely test men, which 
may make Bowling Green look 
like they have more than the 
average." 
The study showed that at 
Bowling Green 62 percent of all 
students being tested for herpes 
had tested positive for the STD; 
the average of all the schools was 
37 percent. 
"Looking at that statistic can be 
shocking," Hogrefe said. "It is 
important for students to know 
that the Student Health Service 
only tests people with actual 
signs and symptoms, so our sta- 
tistics will be higher." 
Hogrefe said that she staff at 
the Student Health Service may 
also have better testing kits for 
herpes. A couple of years ago, 
they were using a different testing 
kit and, upon changing k.ts, they 
were finding more positive cases 
of herpes on students being test- 
ed. If other colleges are using a 
lower quality kit, herpes rates 
may be undetected. 
According to a breakdown of 
STD rates over the past 10 years 
by Barbara Hoffman, a nurse 
practitioner, rates are declining 
among students. 
What about HIV? 
The University offers free test- 
ing on Fridays, where students 
are numbers, not a name. 
Because the HIV tests are done by 
an outside source, the rates of 
HIV on campus are not known. 
"There have been positive 
cases of HIV at the University," 
Kose said. "We do not know how 
many students have tested posi- 
tive since the testing has begun." 
The staff at the Student Health 
Service wants students to be safe. 
"Education is the tool" Kose 
said. "We (Student Health 
Service) do not know exact num- 
bers of STDs at the University. It 
could be higher, it could be lower. 
We do know that the University is 
not the capital of STDs." 
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$?8^ (<D(S)(J!)0'* ^£)iJ0 ooo Chat   with   a   professc- .   HOLD THE DOOR FOR SOMEONE (OR LET TI EM HOLD IT 
FOR YOU). ClO your homework, cat your vegetables. Join an organization, WATCH CARTOONS, call your parents. 
BG 
Exam for the Class of 2001 
(Don't worry; we won't grade it!) 
How much money did BGSU receive from alumni, friends, 
and corporations last year to fund scholarships and campus 
activities? 
A. $900,000 B. $2.6 million 
C. $7.98 million D. $5.4 million 
How many students at BGSU receive some sort of financial 
aid? 
A  10% B. More then 50% 
C. 27% D. 5% 
What did past Senior Classes of BGSU leave as 
their legacy? 
A. The Gazebo by B. The BGSU sign 
the Rec Center near Founders 
C. Funding for the Campus D. All of the Above 
Escort Service 
Give BG is your chance to leave your mark 
on campus-personally and permanently! 
Watch for details in the spring! 
www v   e 9 com 
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The Childhood Scare Factor: 
We like Brainy, but the guy in the 
overalls is just a tadbit scary. 
www bgnews com/page3    ^^k ■ 
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As a young girl I always dread- 
ed going shoe shopping with my 
mother. Of course I would always 
pick out the white patent leather 
shoes with the glittery rhine- 
stoncs all around the buckle. 
Sometimes I would choose the 
ones that were red and sparkly, 
similar to the ones Dorothy wore 
in "The Wizard of Oz." One of my 
biggest problems was picking out 
the pair 1 wanted. 
My mom was there to steer me 
clear of those shoes because they 
show the dirt! All to often my 
mother would encourage the 
navy leather saddle shoes with 
plain rubber soles. I wanted the 
fairy princess shoes. The shoes 
she picked out were the most 
boring ones in the store by far! 
Ironically, she always had the 
final say. 
By the time we picked out the 
"appropriate shoes" I was angry 
and disappointed. Why couldnt 
we buy both pairs, so we each 
agreed on the type of shoes I 
should have? And so begins my 
fixation with having not only lots 
of shoes, but desiring a plethora 
of exouc shoes. 
Whoever said a person only 
needs two pairs of shoes; one for 
playing and one for dressing up is 
completely out of their mind! I 
need shoes for all occasions. It 
isn't enough to have just a couple 
pairs. 
The more shoes, the more fun. 
Dress shoes, both black and 
brown are required for my collec- 
tion. High heals, low heals, run- 
ning, walking, playing, shopping 
shoes are more than a must. I 
need shoes for the beach, or the 
pool, and for when I go on vaca- 
tion. I need them for camps and 
for taking showers. I like open 
toed, closed toed, leather and 
plasUc; it doesn't matter as long 
as it fits. Flip-flops are easy to slip 
on and off but lets not forget the 
convenience of Velcro, shoe 
strings, or elastic. Let's not forget 
the sensible shoe for relaxing. 
No, I would not call this "thing" 
of mine an obsession, but a crazy 
fetish that I have accidentally cre- 
ated by deciding I have to have 
every single shoe I think is cool. 
Simply put, I love shoes. Yes, 
shoes. There are baziUions of 
them just waiting to be bought 
and worn. My fantasy is to wear 
each pair for at least one day. 
Ahh?The simple pleasures in life 
dial make it truly fun-shoes. 
During any given morning 
before school, I try on at least five 
different pairs. I want to be per- 
fectly sure and confident that the 
shoes I choose look the absolute 
best. Shoes can either compli- 
ment an outfit or bring it down. 
That is why it is so important to 
have the appropriate shoes. 
Anyone can raise clothes to new 
levels with the simple accessory 
of shoes. With a lot of shoes the 
possibilities are, well, endless. 
With my passion for shoes, I 
have taken the word variety to 
new heights. This loony infatua- 
tion I have has not only created a 
problem in my wallet but in my 
closet too. The shoes take up 
much of the space dedicated to 
my wardrobe. When I first decid- 
ed to move my clothes from the 
drawers lot eh closet 1 had no 
idea my footwear would be so 
aggressive. I am left with mini- 
mum space for my attire. All of 
this just because my mother and 
I could never decide on the same 
pair of shoes. 
Now in my later years I am a 
legal adult and I still can't shake 
myself of this craze. I can try to 
blame my mother for my prob- 
lems, for all those times she 
made me go shopping. Deep 
down, I know that the problem 
was created because of my inde- 
cision. I could never decide 
between the red "The Wizard of 
Oz" Dorothy pair, or the simple 
sparkle of the "Cinderella" glass 
slipper. Now, my problems are 
bigger, 1 can't decide between the 
comfort of a tennis shoe or the 
stylish trend boots set. So I'll just 
buy both! 
ABIBONQAhDUffncjtt^Ofl'Wtvsuedj 
The Other Half: Yeah, we like the Smurfs. We 
especially like the dancing variety, Papa and 
Smurfette are really going at it. If you fold the 
page just right, the pictures go together. 
LET IT SNOW 
A snowman gets a lift in 
a pick up truck during a 
snow storm in Elkhart, 
Ind. Monday, Dec. 11, 
2000. 
At some point this winter 
we might just have 
enough of the white stuff 
to do this in Bowling 
Green. 







t: a large mssot snow, ice, 
earth, rock, or other materi- 
al in swift motion down a 
mountain-side or over a 
precipice 
2: a sudden great or over- 
whelming rush of some- 
thing 
SAY WHAT?!? 
"It's an alternate 
universe man, com- 
pletely unlike the 
one we know, filled 
with big blonde 
guys who eat ivy 









4 Bnel summary 
9 French tnesn 
.  Uwtpool 
14 Nsw Haven 
tludeni 
15 Mane college 
town 
16 Extend a 
subeenpoon 
17 Actor Ely 
18 The Man Who 
_ there" 
19 Mame starter** 
20 Reefers onerty 
22 Leflbnefty 
24 Impromptu 
26 Sumrprf rv-n no 
27 Vronrly 
29 Drag 
30 Extend across 
34 Porter's quarters 
36 Sec* 
38 Therefore 
39 Take lor granted 




47 Try out 
48 Fish eggs 
49 Not rjiis? 





62 MHO cams 
63 Poisonous plant 
65 Lanka 
66 Greek fabler 
67 Take-out item' 
68 Cril 
69 Lively dances 
70 Feel 
71 Fa lollowef 
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1 hrma 
2 For all to hear 
3 Sappers 
4 Propel a shea 




8 Comorvaien of. 
incongruous 
t-wtgs 
9 Vinegar bottle 
10 Retained 
possession o* 
1 ■ D vis on word 
12 Lino's country 





28 Fleet comma rider 
30 Win part 
31 Artificial Imb 
32 Oil s and fever 
33 Nuzzle 
34 Petty dispute 




42 Exclamations of 
disgust 
45 Reprimand ai 
length 
PROBLEMS? 
About to sell your body for the 
answer to 21 Across? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and are 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key, temporarily located 
on this very page. 
50 Perfonn 





57 Curved mckjng 








Tuesday, December 12 
AccuWeathei* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures 
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There's no need to stand on your 
head to get these answers. You 
just got to flip Page 3 upside- 
down, that's all it takes. 
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Looking for something to enhance your marketability? 
Consider pursuing the... 
DMuSuSfo&D* off LpoaLbQB® Mc©®^ <m 
Qffl®©&sa* ®(? ©©flown©® QDQ 
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©csff^Mkga&s ODD ©cgcgofltpaoGLteaufflD LnTcssaOGQo 
For more information contact: 
Michael Bisesi, Ph.D. 
Director, Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health 
Professor and Chairman of Public Health, Medical College of Ohio 
(419) 383-4235   E-mail: mbisesi@mco.edu 
http://www.mco.edu/allh/pubhealth 
wfal 
:1610am::cabie 7:: wfal.org: 
THREE PEOPLE WILL WIN A PAIR OF TICKETS TO 
The Wallflowers 
with The John Doe Thing 
This Friday @ The Agora in Cleveland 
To enter, call WFAL at 372-2418 
ore-mail coco@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
The winners will be notified Thursday morning 
wfal 
:1610am..cable 7:.wlal.org: 
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ELECTION SPARKS SOUTH DAKOTA FEUD 
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) —The tension surrounding the 
presidential election prompted an unusually curt 
exchange between two politicians in South Dakota 
Democrat Ted Lerew, a former state lawmaker, said he 
was tired of watching Gov. Bill Janklow and other 
Republicans complain about the Honda recounts, so 
he fired off a note to the governor on Nov. 28. OPINION 
EDITORIAL 
STDs can be a scary wake-up call 
Once you awaken from your 
professor-induced slumber, let us 
ask you a few questions. 
How many of you stayed 
awake and paid attention in your 
high school health classes? 
Of those who answered in the 
affirmative, how many can 
remember everything that was 
taught? 
Specifically, how many people 
reading this page can recite the 
symptoms for any common (or 
not-so-common) sexually trans- 
mined disease? 
Finally, for all the poker chips 
next to the dealer, how many of 
the sexually active amongst you 
have been tested for an STD? 
Yes, it is pretty obvious where 
this topic is heading. It's just 
another voice telling you to be 
careful, get tested, dont have 
unsafe sex. blah, blah, blah. In 
fact, you're already tuning this 
out. 
That is why these words will 
not include all those warnings 
you've heard since high school. 
Instead, this ink will paint a few 
pictures for your benefit. 
Look around the classroom 
today. Take notice of that gor- 
geous women or that cute guy. 
YOU DECIDE 
What do you think about 
campus STDs? Let us know 
at bgnews®listp- 
roc.bgsu.edu 
Imagine yourself having relations 
with them. One thing leads to 
another and one night leads to 
something unexpected yet enjoy- 
able. Then, a couple days later, 
you wake up from a fitful night of 
sleep. You plod to the bathroom, 
and once there, take notice of 
irregularities right where you 
don't want them. 
Congratulations, you're the 
proud new host of an STD. 
Did your partner know they 
were giving it to you? You dont 
know, and you really feel uncom- 
fortable asking. After all, maybe 
it's something else, maybe it's not 
an STD. You could get tested, but 
you dont want the imagined 
shame that would accompany 
bad test results. 
Instead, you go on as though 
nothing happened. Probably the 
same thing the person who gave 
it to you did. Eventually the two 




This past Saturday morning 
around nine, 1 was rudely awak- 
ened by the ringing of the tele- 
phone. 
By the time I had crawled out of 
bed to answer, it stopped ringing. 
So, I decided to check the voice 
mail to see who would dare call so 
early in the morning. 
The message brought tears to 
my eyes: "Hello. This message is 
for lulia. This is the University 
Police Department and we just 
wanted to inform you that your 
car's passenger side window has 
been busted out in the parking 
lot" 
I love my car. It is not a Mustang 
or a Porsche, but my little Mazda 
Protege has been very good to me. 
So, of course. I was very upset to 
hear the news. 
My friends took me out to the 
overflow lot to sec the damage 
myself. Underneath the huge pile 
of snow resting on my car, the 
passenger side window was com- 
pletely gone. When I looked into 
my car, there was glass every- 
where. I inspected my car to see if 
anything was missing. To my sur- 
prise, nothing was touched.  My 
stereo, which is pretty decent, was 
left alone completely. 
I should be grateful that noth- 
ing was taken, however, it still 
does not make me feel any better. 
Senseless acts of vandalism 
such as this confuse me. 
The only reason 1 could think 
up for someone doing this is 
about as ridiculous as the act 
itself. 
If the Phish and Ani Difranco 
stickers on my car really offended 
someone that much, I am very 
sorry. I thought being good to 
people was just a way of life. 
Evidently, 1 am wrong 
My birthday is this Tuesday, 
Dec. 12, and since my insurance 
has a $100 deductible, I will be 
paying to replace the window 
out of my own pocket In fact, I 
will get to use the birthday 
money I have received from 
friends and family to replace the 
window. 
I paid a ridiculous amount of 
money to buy a parking pass to 
park my car here on campus. 
Multiply that amount by howev- 
er many residents park their cars 
here, and the income is enor- 
mous. One would think there 
would be a police officer 
patrolling the lots 24 hours a day. 
I guess that protecting students' 
property is not a top priority. 
Besides, busting students for 
smoking pot and underage con- 
sumption probably brings in 
more money. 
I could blame a million people 
for what happened, including 
myself for parking in that particu - 
lar spot. However, the fact 
remains that acts such as these 
are ridiculous. 
So, my final words are these: To 
the person(s) who broke the win- 
dow out in my car, thank you for 
the wonderful birthday present. 
May you have a wonderful holi- 





The BG News gladly prints Letters 
to the Editor and Guest Columns. 
Letters should be less than 300 
words and Guest Columns can be 
500 to 700 words. Name, phone 
number and address should be 
included for wrification. All sub- 
missions may be edited for length 
and clarity. Personal attacks and 
anonymous submissions will not 
be printed. Send submissions to 
210 West Hall or arnettj@bg- 
netbgsu.edu with subject line 
"letter to the editor" or "guest col- 
umn." 
SPEED 3: 
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"According to my 
roommate Will Henry, 
gonorrhea is a major 
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"Only if you have a 
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stick and it leads to 





"They are rumored to 
be, but I don't know." 
of you will part, and you'll find 
some new love of your life. 
Events will repeat themselves, 
except this time you will be the 
donor. 
These events are what a dic- 
tionary calls a "cycle." Every stu- 
dent who engages in sexual 
activity without getting tested 
"perpetuates" this cycle. For 
those playing at home, that is a 
bad thing. 
Again, look around your class- 
room. How many people do you 
think would know STD symp- 
toms if they had diem? How many 
people do you think have gotten 
tests? And are you willing to bet 
your health on that guess? 
The desire is to break this con- 
tinuous chain of events. To do so, 
you need to be informed. Read 
the article on the front page if 
you haven't. If you are sexually 
active, get tested. Above all, be 
honest with your partner. 
It may be the season of giving 
but there are some gifts your 
partner does not want to receive. 
Hotlines clear up 
seasonal mysteries 
To all of you who find the holi- 
day season a hideous torment, I 
would like to make you painfully 
aware of all the help that is avail- 
able to you through your local 
network TV stations. 
Let me begin by noting that 
just 10 or 15 years ago, people 
who found the holiday pressures 
overwhelming were forced to sit 
down right in the middle of their 
messes of ribbons, bows and 
electric revolving Santas and cry 
like children. Sometimes they 
would even take off their clothes, 
sit in their front lawns and mut- 
ter vicious swear words. You can 
imagine the absurdity of a scene 
where a grown adult is sitting 
naked in the midst of a blinking 
horror of Christmas decorations, 
sobbing and swearing. 
But now things are different. 
The local TV stations have once 
again taken social reform on their 
own shoulders, for all the pain 
the holidays brought was begin- 
ning to affect both local crime 
and TV ratings. Now, in addition 
to the nightly advice to trust no 
one, eat nothing and wait bravely 
for imminent death to claim you, 
local news networks have estab- 
lished advice hotlines to talk you 
through your holiday misery. You 
can call them about any one of 
your millions of holiday con- 
cerns. 
Consider some of the more 
popular holiday hotline ques- 
tions in recent years, such as, 
"When will the holidays be held 
this year?" 
The answer to this question is, 
"Wednesday between four and 6 
p.m." If you're busy at that time, 
you may call a local news station 
and reschedule. Alternative time 
slots are available for a small fee. 
Once that concern is out of the 
way, you'll probably want to 
know if by "holidays,"they mean 
Christmas and New Years, 
Hanukkah and Kwanzaa, or 
what. 
The answer to that is compli- 
cated. The local TV stations, in 
their quest for holiday reform, 
found all of the alternatives for 
holiday celebration a nuisance, 
and assumed it would be a nui- 
sance to their viewers as well. 
Therefore, they officially declared 
Boxing Day the only legal holiday 
and encouraged viewers to box 
up their food and material goods 
and send them right down to the 
station as quickly as possible. The 
patron saint for this holiday, Saint 
Channel 13, wears festive cover- 
alls and drives a large van. 
Next you'll want to know what 
you should eat during the holi- 
days. The answer to this is, gov- 
ernment cheese. The local TV 
stations, after picking up all of 
your material goods for safe 
"confiscation," will leave you a 
MICHELLE 
REITER 
Assl. Opinion Editor 
wheel of government cheese 
from which you will be able to 
obtain nourishment for yourself 
and your family. The stations 
themselves have taken great 
pains to write a number of 
appropriate cheese carols to sing 
around the wheel, and each cho- 
rus reflects the gratitude with 
which each viewer is expected to 
regard her or his meager suste- 
nance. 
It won't be long before you'll be 
wanting to know what you 
should wear for the holidays. The 
hotlines differ on this answer. 
One station feels a sweater with 
their station number and a 
catchy station slogan would be 
appropriate: another station feels 
an ordinary T-shirt with THEIR 
station number and a colorful 
icon would be appropriate. They 
are both wrong: the answer is 
blue chiffon with a tasteful cor- 
sage. 
Now you're going to want to 
know what to get your friends 
and family for the holidays. The 
local news stations would like 
you to consider whether or not 
these shiftless layabouts begging 
for free handouts are really peo- 
ple you even want to associate 
with, let alone buy gifts for. The 
news stations have written out a 
standard statement handling this 
uncomfortable issue that they 
feel best reflects the spirit of the 
season. It says, "I do have extra 
money to buy you gifts this holi- 
day, but you'll never see one red 
cent of ill Happy Holidays, (sign 
name here)." 
Many of you are probably sur- 
prised by these answers, but I'm 
sure the local TV stations would- 
n't establish local holiday hotlines 
if they didn't have something 
useful to say. And as I feel the 
local news stations know what's 
best for us, I think we should hs- 
ten to them. Their collective slo- 
gan is, "Leave the decision mak- 
ing to us," which is what makes 
them such great leaders. 
Also, don't be afraid to rum to 
your local news stations for 
advice on subjects like, "What 
Common Household Item is 
Likely to Be Slowly Killing Me or 
My Children," and, "Why I Will 
Probably Die From Either Breast 
Cancer or Heart Disease in the 
Next Six Months" 
To all of you viewers out there, 
Merry Boxing Day, and sing your 
cheese carols with gratitude and 
pride. 
Michelle Heifer can be reached 
at reiterm@bgneLbgsu.edu. 
210 West Hall 
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Mice may be one cause of asthma 
BALTIMORE (AP) — Common house mice may be a 
major contributor to asthma among inner-city chil- 
dren, according to a federally funded study. Asthma 
affects approximately 15 million Americans, including 
5 million children. An estimated 7 percent of children 
nationally have the disease. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Storm hits Midwest 
IHl ASSOCIATE!) PRESS 
CHICAGO — A developing 
storm threatened heavy snow 
across parts of the Midwest on 
Monday, leading United Airlines 
to cancel about half its flights at 
O'Hare International Airport. 
The city had more than 250 
snow plows on the streets, with 60 
more   on   standby,   said   Ray 
' Padvoiskis of the Streets and 
Sanitation Department 
A blizzard warning was posted 
across northern Illinois and 
northern Indiana, with up to a 
foot of snow forecast Monday in 
the Chicago area and southeast- 
cm Wisconsin, and 20 inches pos - 
siblc by Tuesday morning in 
northern Indiana, the National 
Weather Service said. 
Snow also fell from central 
Nebraska to Michigan. Most 
school districts in Iowa canceled 
classes Monday after the weather 
service issued a cold weather 
advisories and winter storm 
warnings. 
United Airlines usually has 440 
departures and an equal number 
of arrivals at O'Hare each day. 
United spokesman Joe Hopkins 
said Sunday. 
Because O'Hare is United's 
largest hub, cancellations are 
expected to affect flights across 
the country, Hopkins said. 
Travelers from both coasts will be 
routed through United's Denver 
hub or other airports. 
American Airlines began can- 
celing flights to and from O'Hare 
late Sunday, said spokeswoman 
Sonja Whitemon. About 60 flights 
were canceled Monday out of 171 
American Bights in and out of the 
airport, she said. 
Temperatures varied by almost 
50 degrees from northern Illinois 
to the southern parts of the state, 
and while snow fell in Chicago, 
thunderstorms rattled southern 
Illinois during the morning. 
Central Illinois had freezing rain, 
with up to a half-inch of ice on the 
ground at Springfield, said weath- 
er service meteorologist Paul 
Merzlock 
As the snow spread over the 
Midwest, cold air streamed south- 
ward, plunging temperatures to 
freezing levels in northern Texas. 
A mixture of snow and rain was 
possible Tuesday morning as far 
south as El Paso. 
Endeavor prepares to land 
ByluanA-tozano 
ASSOCIATED  PRESS WHITER 
SPACE CENTER, Houston — 
Another chapter in the construc- 
tion of the international space sta- 
tion was to conclude with the 
landing of the space shuttle 
Endeavour. 
Although there was a slight 
chance for showers at Kennedy 
Space Center, shuttle entry flight 
director Lcroy Cain said officials 
are confident Endeavour can 
touch down in Elorida on 
Monday. 
"The weather outlook is very 
good.'' Cain said. 
The possibility the weather 
could deteriorate on Tuesday 
prompted NASA officials to acti- 
vate Edwards Air Force Base, 
Calif., as a secondary landing site. 
"It's an insurance poliq' for us," 
Cain said. 
Endeavour will have two 
opportunities to land in Florida 
on Monday. If those are scrubbed, 
there will also be two chances to 
land at Edwards. 
Cain said the diminishing 
amount of the shuttle's supply of 
lye, which helps clean carbon 
dioxide, will allow Endeavour to 
remain in orbit only through 
Associated Press Photo 
WINTER STORMS: Pedestrians cross a bridge over the Chicago River Monday as they head to work dur- 
ing a morning snowfall. 
I 
Wednesday 
Nearing the end of their 11 -day 
mission, the shutde crew on 
Sunday reflected on successfully 
completing its objective: outfit- 
ting space station Alpha with solar 
wings spreading 240 feet from tip 
to tip. 
"I'm in the pure joy mode right 
now," astronaut )oe Tanner said 
from Endeavour in an interview 
with The Associated Press. He and 
spacewalking partner Carlos 
Noriega installed the solar wings 
last week, then went back out to 
make an unexpected repair on a 
wing that was too slack. 
Bowling Green State Uniuersity 
Summer classes are 
auailable on the upeb 
• 




Access the BGSU Summer 2001 class schedule at 
http://conted.bgsu.edu 
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The Student Health Service 
Holiday Break Hours 
Wednesday, December 27 10:00a.m. - 4:00p.m. 
Thursday, January 4 10:00 a.m. - 4:00p.m. 
Thursday January 11 10:00 a.m. - 4:00p.m. 
Open for complete services including patient care, lab, pharmacy, & x-ray 
Administration office will be open December 27 - January 21 
8:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m. (372-2277) 
(excluding University Holidays) 
Normal Operating Hours will resume Tuesday, January 16, 2001 
I Student Health Sarvica! 
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Looking for the perfect place to live next year? 
Take a look in our direction ... 
We've got a great apartment for you! 
Mid Am Manor Ashdon Apartments 
641 Third St. 850 Scott Hamilton 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St.                   < Houses for Rent: 
0                 702 E. Wooster 
Charlestown Apts.             \ 620 Third St. 
710 Scott Hamilton   /] X                  122 Frazee Ave. 
730 Scott Hamilton   1M \}*              836 Scott Hamilton 
h'              702 Sixth St. 
Indian Rivers                 'ym 704 Sixth St. 
702 Fourth St.          -SdaP 
''' *fXT TTfr ^ 
TV/f Id Am 
'J.YjJL#"Ken,«,,« 
Call or stop by our office today! .._     ,- 
Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380 
I 
FALL 2001 LEASING 




Campbell Hill Apartments 
• 2 and 3 Bedrooms 
• All have A/C 
•1"2 baths 
• Full basements 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin) 
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths 
• Furnished 
• Close to campus 
Units #48-72 with A/C and fireplace 
Heinz Apartments 
808, 818 N Enterprise, 424, 451 Frazee 
• 3 Bedroom 
• Furnished 
• A/C & Fireplaces 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
One of BG's Newest Complexes 
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths 
• A/C, Fireplaces, and Microwaves 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm) 
Saturday (9 am - 1 pm) 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
352-0717 
224 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
* 
GMINMIA*. INC. 
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Early applicants await college acceptance 
By Jennifer Brown 
USSOCIAKD PRESS  WRITER 
RADNOR, Pa. — Amanda 
Leonard is one of the top students 
at her high school. She scored 
1400 out of a possible 1600 on her 
SATs, plays piano and said she's 
"good at pretty much everything" 
— except waiting to hear about 
college. 
"On principle, I'd rather be 
rejected than deferred because 
the wait is just excruciating, and I 
don't want to have to do this all 
over again in May," said Leonard, 
a senior at Radnor High School in 
suburban Philadelphia who 
applied early to Vassar College. 
"Of course, I'd rather get in." 
Leonard is one of an increasing 
number of the nation's best and 
brightest who have applied to 
their top college choice early. On 
Friday, many schools will begin 
notifying students whether their 
applications were accepted. 
"It's so stressful right before, it's 
so stressful during. It'll just be 100 
percent easier if it were over," said 
senior Andrew Stiff of River Hills, 
Wis.. who applied early to 
Bowdoin College. 
Most early applications are 
binding, meaning candidates 
must promise to attend if accept- 
ed. Among the nation's top 20 
schools as rated by U.S. News and 
World Report, all but four have 
binding early applications. 
Among Ivy League schools only 
Harvard and Brown allow non- 
binding early application — 
although Harvard doesn't really 
need to have a binding process 
since more than 80 percent of stu- 
dents accepted decide to attend. 
In exchange for the students' 
earlv commitment, all but the 
most selective schools offer less- 
stringent admission standards for 
early applicants. 
Observers say colleges now nil 
up to 50 percent of their incoming 
class through early admission, 
compared to fewer than 15 per- 
cent a decade ago. At Harvard, 
more than half of the 1,650 fresh- 
men in this year's class were early 
applicants, with similar levels at 
Yale, Princeton and Brown. 
High school guidance coun- 
selors also report early applica- 
tions are up. About 50 percent of 
seniors at Phillips Academy in 
Andover, Mass., applied early this 
year, up from about 30 percent 
three years ago. Early applications 
from seniors at suburban 
Chicago's New Trier Township 
High School have tripled from 
about 3 percent a decade ago to 
about 9 percent this year. 
"More kids are applying early 
and if they don't they could be giv- 
ing up what could be their only 
hook.'' said New Trier counselor 
lim Conroy. "If they aren't a 
minority, they're not an oboe 
player, they're not a varsity player 
... applying early can be what 
makes you different from every- 
one else." 
The increase is partly due to the 
intense attention paid to college 
and the application process, said 
Barmak Nassirian, of the 
American Association of 
Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions Officers. Newspapers 
write stories about the higher per- 
centage of admission for early 
applicants, so more students 
apply early. 
However, some criticize early 
admission as becoming so impor- 
Associated Press Photo 
ADMISSIONS: Amber Stubbs, center, and her parents Glenn and Chris of Hopewell Junction, N.Y., ar given a tour of Swarthmore College by 
junior Aurelio Perez. 
tanl that it is limiting diversity al 
the nation's best institutions. 
"Students best able to take 
advantage of early admissions 
tend to be students who have the 
most advantages," said Tom 
Krattcnmaker, spokesman at 
Swarthmore College in suburban 
Philadelphia. 
Swarthmore, one of the nation's 
most selective and academically 
elite schools, has filled no more 
than about a third of its freshmen 
class with early applicants 
because of concerns about "social 
equity," the school said. 
Of course, most of the nation's 
college students attend state-run 
universities that do not offer early 
admission — and so they will 
never know the anxiety of consid- 
ering the University of California 
at Berkley as a backup. 
"Yes. I'm nervous," said Katie 
Wax a senior at Lincoln High 
School in Portland, Ore., who 
applied early to Stanford 
University but is applying to 
Berkeley as a second choice. 
"It's my dream college," she said 
last week, "and in lOdays I'll hear, 
Yes, I got into it' or 'No, I didn't.'" 
Hey WRITERS... 
BG News is still looking for writers for this 
semester...Interested???...E-mail us... 
At -40 degrees Centigrade a 
person loses about 
14.4 calories per hour v 
by breathing. 
Vintage Gife».> \ 
•Tea Bask-        ^r 
and Boxes 
■Ceramics 
Bowling Green's Most Complete 
Dining and Entertainment Establishment 
The Perfect Gift 
4?     for 
Falcon Fans! 
UNIQUE GARDEN STONES 
NOW AVAILABLE 
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BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts also Grandma, Grandpa, Aunt, 
Uncle, Sister, Brother, Alumni 
(press on, sew on, embroidered, and screen print) 
100% Wool Sweaters only $20.00 • 100% Wool Gloves only $5.00 
Collegiate Connection 
BG's Largest Selection of 
Sorority anaFraternity Products 
Suzy's Zoo Christmas 
Cards, Gift Bags, etc. 
HCUDAIKlUrW: 
SufmgNm.M 
I 3 lo ^ 30 I 
■Si' -W4 Svr '2W4| 
906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 353-8381 
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Russian President undergoes surgery 
MOSCOW (AP) — Former Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin underwent successful surgery last week for 
cataracts, the Kremlin said Monday. The surgery took 
place at a Kremlin-affiliated hospital in Moscow, 
according to a Kremlin spokesman. Yeltsin, 69, has 
been released from the hospital. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Woman delivered Estrada illegal money 
By Oliver Teves 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
MANILA, Philippines — An 
aide to the governor whose allega- 
tions led to President loseph 
Kslrada's impeachment trial testi- 
fied Monday that she delivered 
$100,000 in illegal gambling pro- 
ceeds to Estrada's personal secre- 
tary. 
The testimony from Emma Lim 
was the first to suggest a direct link 
between payoffs from a nation- 
wide numbers game called 
jueteng and the president, who 
went on trial Thursday on corrup- 
tion charges. 
Lim testified that she took the 
cash to the presidential palace in 
March 1999 at the request of Luis 
Singson, a provincial governor. 
"The money was in a black bag 
that was like an attache case," Lim 
said. "1 said I was going to see 
Malou, the secretary of the presi- 
dent. I was let in. They were not 
strict.... 1 left the bag with Malou." 
Estrada and the nation were 
thrown into crisis in October 
when Singson, a reputed gam- 
bling lord, claimed he gave 
Estrada more than SB million 
from jueteng — played by many 
poor Filipinos — and S2.6 million 
from tobacco taxes. 
Estrada, who has been presi- 
dent for two years, is being tried 
for bribery, graft, betrayal of pub- 
lic trust and violation of the con- 
stitution. He said he is innocent. 
A former national police chief, 
Roberto Lastimoso, repeated 
under cross-examination 
Monday that he believed Estrada 
instructed him to go easy on the 
numbers game and "coordinate" 
jueteng issues with Singson. 
Outside the Senate building, 
where the country's first impeach- 
ment trial is unfolding, about 100 
activists held a mock trial of the 
president in a "people's court." 
Also Monday, a group of cur- 
rency traders joined the call from 
the business community for 
Estrada to resign. Estrada should 
step down to "save our nation 
from the dire consequences of a 
prolonged crisis," the Foreign 
Exchange Association of the 
Philippines said in a full-page 
advertisement. "We dread the 
thought of a full-blown reces- 
sion." 
The congressmen acting as 
prosecutors opened the impeach - 
ment trial by spinning a tale of 
money, mansions and mistresses 
that they contend makes Estrada 
unfit to govern. 
But Senate President Aquilino 
Pimentel criticized the prosecu- 
tors Monday, saying they "need to 
improve on their performance 
and should prepare for the trial. 
They are not prepared in terms of 
their documentation." 
run M | hwsPMo 
ESTRADA: A student protester shouts slogan against San Juan Mayor Jinggoy Estrada, son of Philippines President Joseph Estrada, during a 




Why Shop til you Drop        /j0>gR 
when there are >o many more important things to do? g 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
make great gifts! 
FREE DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 
when you buy one of equal or greater value 
Good at these Bowling Green locations: 
1130 S. Main Street, 1272 N. Main 
Street, & 1570 E. Wooster Street 
Please present Mopon before ordering. Limil one coupon per customer pet visit. Not good with any 
other food offer No substitutions, please. Cash rcdemplion value: 1/100 cent. I XI'IKKS 12/31/00 
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits 
110 North Main Street 
419-392-9222 
Largest Vegetarian 








Sunday Full Liquor License 
Open Dates for your Fraternity & Sorority Parties 
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW 
FREE BREAKFAST SANDWICH 
when you buy one of equal or greater value 
Good at these Bowling Green locations: 
1130 S. Main Street, 1272 N. Main 
Street, & 1570 E. Wooster Street 
Please present coupon be lore ordering. Limil one coupon per customer per visit. Not good with any 
other food offer No substitutions, please. Cash redemption value: 1/100 cent EXPIRES 12/31/00. 
AfedRin s jeiuets 
U<\ndrn<\de JetuetRy  C&nd(es  lnccnsc 
So^ps <3c Louions 
A netu cRCddvc shop FOR 
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Freshman center D'Arcy 
McConvey. member of the BG 
hockey team, was selected the 
Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association's Rookie of the Week. 
He had a plus/minus rating of 
♦3 for the weekend (♦ 1 on Friday, 
♦2 on Saturday). 
Senior soccer midfielder Fred 
Degand took home Great Lakes 
Region First Team honors put out 
by the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America. 
Degand started all 15 matches 
he played this season and was 
second on the team with 12 
points. He was also second on the 
squad in goals and assists, with 
four and three respectively. 
Michel I oirtuiileBG News 
FROSH: Freshman forward 
D'Arcy McConvey brings the 
puck up the ice Saturday 
Powers'call 
sparks BG 
to win over 
weekend 
ByDanNied 
A5SISTINI  SPORIS  EDI10R 
Nothing was working for 
Falcon hockey coach Buddy 
Powers and his team. 
So. out of desperation. Powers 
decided to give his team a jolt. 
After BG's lackluster 3-1 loss to 
Nebraska-Omaha Friday. Powers 
made his gutsiest call in recent 
memory. 
He sat four established players 
for Saturday's game against the 
Mavericks in favor of three fresh- 
men and a junior who hadn't 
recorded a point in college. BG's 
lineup for Saturday's game fea- 
tured every available freshman. 
Sean Kotary didn't see action only 
because of a broken foot. 
"We made a decision (after 
Friday's game) that we were going 
to make a pretty radical change in 
the lineup.'' Powers said. "We 
turned all of the freshmen loose 
and they played pretty hard. I 
think the changes arc from 
responsibility and accountability 
from the players, and the fact is 
that in the situation that we were 
in. we were not winning." 
Out for BG were sophomore 
forward Tyler Knight, senior for- 
ward Dennis Williams. They were 
replaced by freshmen defense- 
man/forward Erik Eaton and 
center Phil Barski. Perhaps most 
shocking was that Powers 
replaced junior defensemen 
Grady Moore and Marc Barlow 
with freshman Paul Weismann 
and junior Joe Statkus. 
While Statkus had been getting 
regular playing time as the sev- 
enth defenseman. Weismann 
hadn't played since the first series 
of the year. 
The move worked to perfec- 
tion. The Falcons got a 7-2 win 
Saturday and sparked an offense 
that has been anemic and incon- 
sistent for the first half of the sea- 
son. 
Not only did Eaton notch his 
first collegiate goal to open the 
scoring, Statkus recorded the first 
point of his collegiate career 
when he assisted on Scott 
Hewson's second period goal. 
"God it feels good to get that 
monkey off my back." Statkus 
said. 
Eaton, Barski and Weismann 
played solid games, as they were 
asked to jump into the lineup 
after sitting out long stretches. 
"It's tough to jump in there 
after not playing for a long time," 
Eaton said. 
"But we all knew we had to 
make the best of it tonight and we 
did that." Saturday's four addi- 
tions combined for a plus/minus 
rating of+3 Saturday, with Statkus 
leading the way with a +2. 
"I think it worked out well for 
BG, PAGE 9 




B0W1ING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Brown fills in for injured Falcons 
Redshirt freshman 5th leading scorer so far for Brown and Orange 
By Erik Cassano 
STAFF   WRIHR 
You never want to see your 
teammates get hurt. Especially 
when you're facing a bear of a 
non-conference schedule that 
includes Auburn. Arizona and 
Ohio State. But for Pam Brown, a 
redshirt freshman on the BG 
women's basketball team, 
injuries to starters Fran Miller, 
Angie Farmer and Jackie 
Adlington might afford her the 
opportunity she needs to prove 
herself in college. 
"1 think a lot of the underclass- 
men will have to step up." said 
Brown. 
Brown still doesn't need all her 
fingers to count the number of 
games she's played for the 
Falcons, but she has already 
endured more roadblocks than 
many players will in their entire 
career. 
Last season as a true freshman, 
Brown tore the medial cruciate 
ligament in her left knee before 
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And wait some more. 
Redshirted so she wouldn't lose 
her year of eligibility, she was put 
on the shelf for the entire season, 
resigned to the painfully slow 
comeback of repetitive motion 
exercises and protective joint 
braces that awaits all those who 
suffer major knee injuries. Over 
the summer, her knee got back to 
full health and she looked like 
she could finally prepare to make 
her BG debut in November. 
Then, the abdominal pains 
started. 
What     doctors     originally 
thought was appendicitis in 
September turned into a two- 
month ordeal that involved a 
battery of tests to rule out assort- 
ed problems with her stomach 
and gall bladder. 
Eventually, the symptoms 
started to clear up and she got 
back out on the court, but not 
before she missed weeks of prac- 
tice right up to the start of the 
season. There was no telling how 
long Brown was going to take to 
get back into playing shape. 
"It was very frustrating." she 
said. "I was all excited for the sea- 
son, and then something else 
comes up." 
Then suddenly, it seemed, 
things started going right for her 
as often as they were going 
wrong before. After Adlington 
got injured in the Falcons' season 
opener against Youngstown 
State, Brown got her first Falcon 
minutes, five of them, scoreless, 
with a turnover, but the rocket 
was just lifting off. 
Two games later, in an 80-76 
"I think we'll be 
fine as we move 
into the MAC 
season, hopefully, 
everybody will be 
recovered from the 
injuries." 
PAM BROWN, FRESHMAN 
win against Charleston 
Southern, she scored 12 points 
and grabbed 12 rebounds, her 
first collegiate double-double in 
just her third game of action. 
Earlier this month, she scored 
13 points in a loss to Detroit 
Mercy, all the while still being 
atnowhere near her normal play- 
ing condition. 
"After I got over my abdominal 
pain. 1 just had to come in and 
work hard to get back where I 
want to be. but I'm still not 100 
percent yet." 
The newfound success has 
Brown feeling optimistic about 
herself and the team as they head 
toward conference play after the 
first of the year. 
'I think we'll be fine as we 
move onto the MAC season, 
hopefully everybody will be 
recovered from their injuries," 
she said. 
Brown's sudden success has 
caught the attention of coach 
Dee Knoblauch. 
"When we have needed peo- 
BR0WN, PAGE 9 
PAM BROWN 
LAST SEASON: Sat out 1999- 
2000 season as redshirt 
THIS SEASON: Averages 76 
ppg and has started five 
games 
WARREN G. HARDING HS: 
Earned four letters, 
averaged 18 2 points per 
game as a senior 
Women win 1, face Bucks 
By Joel Hammond 
SUM   WRII1R 
A rough out-of-conference 
schedule, a rash of injuries and a 
young squad can equal 
headaches and nightmares for a 
coach. 
All three have happened for 
the Lady Falcon basketball team 
early this season, but the panic 
button has not been pushed yet. 
Enter Ohio State into 
Anderson Arena at 7 p.m. 
tonight, and what do you have? 
Just another challenge for Dee 
Knoblauch's squad. 
"It'll be a big game, and a big 
challenge for us," said 
Knoblauch. "I think we are in 
good shape right now, consider- 
ing everything." 
Ohio State, who is 6-0 on the 
year, is playing well, and pre- 
sents big problems for the 
depleted Lady Falcon squad. 
"It'll be another matchup 
problem for us, similar to 
Auburn," said Knoblauch. "We'll 
try to counter their size advan- 
tage by playing our matchup 2- 
3, and force them to hit the out- 
side shot. Unfortunately, they 
have a lot of good shooters, so 
there's really a no-win situation 
on how to guard them." 
Ohio State is led by LaToya 
Turner (averaging 19.8 points 
and eight rebounds per game), 
Jamie Lewis (11.8 ppg) and 
Courtney Coleman (10.7 ppg). 
More importantly, however, the 
BG vs. OHIO STATE 
ZIGGYZOOMBA'SPREGAME 
SHOW: 6 30 with Scott W d 
and Phil Prusa on 88.1 
WBGU. 
DANA WESTERN: Was 
named to the All- 
Tournament team during the 
Arizona Basketball Classic. 
"It'll be a big game 
and a big 
challenge for us. I 
think we are in 
good shape right 
now, considering 
everything." 
DEE KNOBLAUCH COACH 
Buckeyes boast six women 
standing 6 feet or taller. 
The Falcons counter with 
their new combo of Pam Brown. 
Dana Western and Kim Griech, 
who have stepped up to play big 
in the absence of the injured 
Francine Miller, Angie Farmer, 
and Jackie Adlington. 
Western scored 28 points in 
two games over the weekend at 
the Arizona Basketball Classic, 
and for her efforts was named to 
the All-Tourney team. Griech 
recorded her career-high over 
the weekend as well, when she 
scored 17 on 5-7 three-point 
shooting against Fresno Sialp 
and Brown tallied 12 rebounds 
in just 18 minutes of action 
against Fresno. 
The Lady Falcons brought 
home a spUt from the tourna- 
ment, losing to the University of 
Arizona 99-43, and then beating 
up on Fresno State 83-73. 
"I said that if we got a split. I 
would be ecstatic," said 
Knoblauch. "We really played 
well against Fresno, and I think 
that'll get us some momentum 
going in Tuesday." 
Leading off against Arizona, 
who has received votes in both 
national polls throughout the 
early portion of the season, the 
women were down big early 
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File Photo 
BRING ON THE BUCKS: Freshman guard Stefanie Wenzel looks to pass with a Detroit-Mercy 
defender on her hip. The Falcons lost 94-75 in the Dec. 2 contest and Wenzel netted four points. 
Virginia coach retires after 19 years 
Associated Press Photo 
RETIRED: George Welsh 
turned Virginia from a loser 
into a contender, 
By Hank Km Jr. 
k? SPORTS WRITER 
CI4AIUOTTESVILLE. Va. - A 
tearful George Welsh retired as 
Virginia's football coach Monday, 
19 years after turning the 
Cavaliers from a laughingstock 
into a contender. 
"I am now and will be forever a 
Wahoo," the 67-year-old coach 
said before pausing to collect 
himself. "It's time for this old salt 
to sail off into the sunset." 
Welsh came to Virginia from 
Navy to take over a program so 
bad its team was mockingly 
referred to as the "Cavaliers." He 
leaves as the winningest coach in 
Atlantic Coast Conference history, 
and one whose mark on the uni- 
versity can be seen In the stadium 
he leaves behind. 
"The best measure of a coach's 
impact is what was and what is." 
athletic director Terry Holland 
said. "This stadium will stand for- 
ever as a very visible reminder of 
the legacy that coach Welsh has 
left us." 
When Welsh arrived at Virginia 
in 1982. the Cavaliers had a 33- 
121-11 record in the ACC and had 
never been to a bowl. Since his 
arrival, they are 85-51-3 and will 
be making their 12th bowl 
appearance this month. His 
career record Is 189-131-4. 
Their home field, Scott 
Stadium, also was enhanced by 
an 186 million expansion and 
renovation in the offseason. The 
work pushed capacity to more 
than 60,000. and has made the 
stadium an Important recruiting 
tool. 
But Welsh said he decided after 
wavering all season that he does- 
n't have the energy and drive to 
return. 
"Without doubt, this has been 
the most difficult decision of my 
coaching career," he said. "I admit 
I changed my mind on this many 
times over the past two weeks, but 
by this past weekend, it was clear 
to me that I should retire." 
This season marked the first in 
three years that Welsh did not 
have back surgery in the offsea- 
son. 
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Rodriguez signs huge 
contract with Rangers 
By Ronald Blum 
AP SPORTS WRITER 
DALLAS — Alex Rodriguez 
and the Texas Rangers virtually 
completed a deal Monday that 
would make the AU-Star short- 
stop the highest-paid athlete in 
sports history. The Associated 
Press learned. 
Representatives of the All-Star 
shortstop and the Rangers were 
drafting the agreement, two 
baseball sources familiar with the 
negotiations said Monday on the 
condition they not be identified. 
The deal was for 10 years in the 
> range of $240 million to $250 mil 
lion, one of the sources said. 
Nothing had been signed, and 
representatives of the Rangers 
and Rodriguez were scheduled to 
meet at 4 p.m. EST to go over 
details. 
"I'm excited, but right now we 
don't know anything definite." 
Rangers manager Johnny Oates 
said. "However, it creates a lot of 
excitement for me." 
Rodriguez. 25. was highly 
prized because he became a free 
agent at such a young age. In 
seven seasons with the Seattle 
Mariners, he has compiled a .309 
career average with 189 homers 
and 595 RBIs. 
The deal was "virtually com 
plete." said the sources, one close 
to Rodriguez and die other close 
to the Rangers. The final numbers 
of the deal were still being negoti 
ated. both sources said, with the 
payout scliedulc one of the far 
tors. 
Four sit to start 
BG, FROM PAGE 8 
us," Barski said. "I don't think 
the guys who sat did anything 
wrong, I just think Buddy want- 
ed to stir the pot a little bit and it 
worked in our favor. Obviously, 
we're happy with the way we 
played Saturday." 
CCHA Honors 
Freshman  forward  D'Arcy 
McConvey, took home CCHA 
rookie of the week honors for 
his three-assist effort in the two 
games against UNO. 
McConvey is the first Falcon 
to get a CCHA weekly honor this 
season. The center set up two 
goals for Ryan Murphy and one 
for Scott Hewson and finished 
the weekend with +2 rating. 
Brown big part 
BROWN, FROM PAGE 8 
pie to step up. Pam has 
answered the bell." Knoblauch 
said. "The biggest thing she 
gives us is her rebounding, she 
is just a presence on the boards. 
She's also been scoring for 
us she's got a great shot, I think 
she could become a very con- 
sistent scorer for us, in fact, 
we're counting on her." 
Northcut out for season 
Associated Piess Photo 
A-ROO: Alex Rodriguez signed a 10-year, between $240 and $250 
million contract with the Texas Rangers yesterday. 
ASSOCIAltO PRESS WRITER 
BEREA, Ohio - The 
Cleveland Browns lost yet 
another quarterback on 
Monday — rookie wide receiver 
Dennis Northcutt. 
Northcutt, who along with 
wideout Kevin Johnson took 
snaps at quarterback during 
Sunday's game against 
Philadelphia, suffered a high 
ankle sprain and will be out for 
the rest of the season. 
Northcutt is the sixth offen- 
sive starter lost by the Browns 
(3-12). who surprised the Eagles 
with their three-QB attack but 
still lost 35-24. Cleveland has 
three quarterbacks on reserve 
n-mirw. Mt«i~ 
Campus Events 
Travel Personals Wanted 
•Dance Marathon 2001 ■ 
Burger Kirjg Nights 
Tuesday. Dec  12 S 19 
10% of sales go lo DM 
Gel spirit points (or your org' 
Have it your way tor the kids' 
GO DIRECT' Internel-based compa- 
ny offering WHOLESALE Spring 
Break packages' Call 1-800-367- 
1252 or www spnngbreakdirect.com. 
• 111 Spnng Break Specials! Can- 
cun S Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel. 
Free Meals, Drinks' Award Winning 
Company! Get Group - Go Free! 
Florida Vacations $129! 
spnngbreaktravel com 
1-800-678-6386         
Pregnant? Get Tested 
Confidential, professional service. 
354-4673 BGPC 
Wanna have a party nobody SHI Be- 
gat?  Throw an  adult toy party al 
your home  Female, male, coed, w/ 
keg parly! Gree gifts 4 prizes!! Call 
local rep 270-0810 
REJOICE' 
The LORD is in our MIDST! 
ADVENT BALLROOM MASS 
Sunday December 17, 2000 
8:00pm Anderson Arena 
THE LORD IS HERE BECAUSE 





#111 Early Specials! Spnng Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise' 5 Days 
$279' Includes Meals, Parties* Awe- 
some Beaches, Nightlife! Departs 
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!' 
spnngbreaktravel com 
1-800-678-6386 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFI- 
CIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS 
NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER. 
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE  MUST COMPLETE TAKE- 
HOME RULES TEST AND ATTEND 
MANDATORY CLINICS CLINICS 
WILL BE HELD JAN 23 AND 24 
-Kappa Delia- 
Kappa Delia wishes to congratulate 
sister Audrey Roesch on her 
pearling to Dan Snow. We're so 
happy tor you!   ,  
-Kappa Delta- 
We would like to congratulate sister 
Lauren Doan on her pearling lo 
Chris Malecki. Best wishes in your 
future together 
1 graduation ticket needed Will pay. 
Call Hailey 8 354-6772  
1 sblsr. needed for downtown apt. 
Own bdrm & bath Kitchen S living 
room turn. S200 mo. + util. Avail. 
Jan. 1st Call Garret! 353-0947. 
2 subleasers needed for fall/spring 
2001-2002 Own bedroom, block 
from campus, house. Please call 
352-0667  
1 subleaser needed for spring 
semester $200/mo. Call Carrie 354- 
5294.  
2-3 Subleasers Needed 
2 bedroom Apt. $490-$5407month 
Spring sem. (urn or unfurn. 
Call Brian @ 353-4357. 
Attention December Graduates 
I need your graduation tickets! 
Will pay $! Call Brian 353-4357. 
6 commencement tickets needed. 
$5-10 each Call 873-1126.  
Female subleasers needed for sum- 
mer ol 2001  New house on Third 
St Call 372-4924. 
Female sublsr. needed. Own room. 
Move ir now. rent starts Jan 1. $218 
» utilities Call Amanda at 354-8271 
Graduation Tickets needed. Will 
pay Call Heather « 354-7391. 
Graduation tickets needed 
Will pay! 
Please call Jon at 352-3883. 
Graduation Tickets Wanted 
$$$ 
Call Andy at 353-2482 
M or F subleaser wanted Own room 
in house, close to campus. 
$190/mo. Call Tony at 354-7604. 
Need 1 female roommate ASAP. 
Call 354-6713.  
Need three graduation tickets 
Will pay. 
353-2517.  
Sblsr. needed ASAP. M or F to live 
with M & F. House dose to campus. 
Own rm & bath. $185 mo. ♦ util. 
352-7305.  
Subleaser needed ASAP $225 ♦ 
util. & gas. 354-1671. 
vs.  DHID  STATE 
TUESDAY, 
DEC-   1 2,  7PM 
ANDERSON ARENA 
"THE  HOUSE THAT  ROARS" 
FREE   MARCO'S   PIZZA 
FDR   FIRST   25D 
STUDENTS 
STUDENTS   FREE   WITH   I.D. 





injured, including starter Tim 
Couch and veteran backup Ty 
Detmer. 
Browns coach Chris Palmer 
also said there's a possibility No 
3 quarterback Kevin Thompson 
could be placed on IR with an 
ankle injury. 
Northcutt was the 32nd over- 
all selection in last year's draft 
after starring at Arizona. He fin- 
ished the season with 39 com- 
pletions for 422 yards and aver- 
aged 10.7 yards on 27 punt 
returns. 
Northcutt was in for seven 
plays at quarterback on Sunday 
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once again, and the Lady 
Wildcats used that momen- 
tum en route to a 99-43 victo- 
ry. The same deadly combo 
that has plagued the Ladies so 
far surfaced once again, with 
turnovers early and a big 
deficit. 
"We really got in a hole 
against Arizona, and never 
really got out of it," said 
Knoblauch. "They're really 
talented, and that place is a 
tough place to play." 
In the second game of the 
tournament, however, BG got 
off to a much better start and 
held off Fresno State for an 83- 
73 victory. 
BG got huge buckets down 
the stretch from Karen Stocz, 
and four out of four free 
throws from Brown to hold 
ontoaonce-14-point lead. 
"Karen played huge down 
the stretch for us. making a 
layup, jumper and put-back," 
said Knoblauch. "Everyone 
just stepped up big in this 
game to get us back in the win 





A CAT HAS 32 
MUSCLES IN 
EACH  EAR/// 
BG VS. THE BIG TEN 
TONIGHT:       Women's Basketball vs. Ohio State 
6:30 Ziggy Zoomba's Pregame Show 
7:00 Tipoff 
TOMORROW:      Men's Basketball at Michigan 
6:30 Ziggy Zoomba's Pregame Show 
7:00 Tipoff 
Catch all the action on the 
#1 college sports 
station in the nation  
88.1  FM WBGU 
FRIDAY 
FREE T-SHIRT W/ PAID ADMISSION 8-IOPM 
SAT-DCC. 16 & 23 
SANTA AND HIS KINKY UTTli HELPERS 
COLLEGE ID NIGHT I BODY PAINTING 
Sat ebruary 10. 2001 
1200-500 PM. 
Perry Field House 
$40:00 Per Team 
Sponsored by the 
Sports Management Alliance 
i vi i me soccfi mm*i*t 
•~ All proceeds benefit Dance Marathon *•• 
Registration froms available at all Dormitory 
Font desks and Eppier 237 Center 
Sign Up TodayB 
Quudonrf Contact Suit at gamtaxaaa 
!■■■   '■ rrrgi *~ -*- <->*»>, a > » 
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Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
Subleaser needed spring semester. 
Columbia Courts 1. Call 3520002 
and ask lor Ryan  
Two  December  graduation  tickets 
needed  Will pay  Call Matt at 419- 
389-4591.  
Wanted: 1 or 2 female subleasers 
lor spring semester. Close to cam- 
pus $145/month . utilities. 353- 
1756.  
Wanted Playslation2 373-1917. 






Ilillsdak- Apis. 1082 Fairview, 
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm 
Air londiunn/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
2 Bdrm wajher/dryei hook-up 




3 Bdrm/Full Basements 
Ail Condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal/2 Baths 
washer/dryer hook up 
Starts ai $*)7N   Call 353-S800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 & Poo 
Studios and Large I Bdrms 
Laundry on site 
Starts ai $250-Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Ilcinzsitc Apts. 71(1 \  Enterprise 
I &"2 Bdrm/Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in then 
Slans at $410 Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
|Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth Si 
I/bdrm Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Slarts ai $400 - Call 353 5800 
Slop h> out office ai 1045 N. 
MainSt  lot complete listing Of 
Call 353*5800. 
www.wcnct.orgtaiiccca 
2 daycate centers, 1 school-age 
center, 1 infant through preschool 
center are looking tor take charge, 
responsible & caring individuals 
Part-time hours avail, with more 
hours available during holidays & 
school cancellation days at the 
school-age center. Will work directly 
with children & interface with pa- 
rents Must be at least 18 yrs. old & 
have a high school diploma. Call 
878-4190 for the infant-center & ask 
for Jodi or call 878-0911 for the 
school-age center & ask for Amy. 
Are you connected? 
Internet users wanted. 
$350-$8007week. 
 www.this-is-real.com  
Babysit professor's preschoolers 
and do light housekeeping in our 
Perrysburg home. 11-3 MWF, or 3-7 
MW, or TR afternoons. 372-8111. 
Cashiers Needed 
Hinng immediately 1st, 2n*d and 3rd 
shift. Full and part time available. 
Apply within. 
BPQil. 1670 E Wooster 
Chef's Assistant 
Private Club looking for dependable 
self-starter. PT to FT position in fun 
environment, working with Chef as 
well as unsupervised Experience a 
plus, but will train Chef Christian 
865-4700  
EARN SS NOW AND WORK IN 
CANOUN SUMMER 2001!! Student 
Express, Inc is now hiring students 
interested in earning SS working 
from home now and in Cancun sum- 
mer 2001 by promoting the BEST 
Spring & Summer student travel 
packages to your alma mater or 
your area schools. For SS and a 
working experience you will never 
forget in Cancun this summer, con- 
tact Dean Longwayat 1-800-258- 
9191 ext. 105 or dlongway@sluden- 
texpress.com. 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in 
over-time hours, around your col- 
lege and personal schedule Work a 
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40 
hours plus over-time. Many college 
students work here. Starting pay is 
$5.30 per hour with an automatic 
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after 
100 hours of service with the com- 
pany. These are unskilled jobs 
involving assembling and packaging 
small parts Apply in person be- 
tween the hours of 9:00am and 
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PROD- 
UCTS. INC.. 428 Clough Street, 
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks 
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy 
Queen next to the railroad tracks. 
JOB POSTING 
Wood Co Prosecutor's Y.V.P. Pro- 
gram Asst 4S Coordinator's Posi- 
tion Part-time: 20-25 hrsAvk @ $7- 
8.50 permr Eligible for wage in- 
crease after six months employ- 
ment. HS diploma and own trans- 
portation a must Background in ed- 
ucation and teaching helpful but not 
a must. Applicants must give one 
year commitment. Deadline 
12/19/00. Application (419) 354- 
9250. 
Wanted: Dancers, waitstafl, apply 
after 5pm, 5601 Telegraph, Toledo, 
OH or call 419-476-6640. 
For Rent For Rent 
For Sale 
LEARN TO FLY 
in sunny Daytona Beach, Fl. 
Winter weather is coming soon. 
Will you be Dying? 
Time is valuable. 
Consider spending one 
semester flight training in Florida 
Waste no time. 
Train with PhilAir Flight Center-FAA 




S25 obo tor single bed w/maftress & 
boxspnng. Call 673-1126.  
1/4 karat women's wedding set, en- 
gagement rtng & band. Call 354- 
6713.  
1996 Oldsmobile Achteva SC 
2 door, automatic, A/C. cruise. 
cassette. 108,000 miles. 
$5,000 obo. 373-6030 after 6:30pm. 
BGSU Mom & Dad Sweatshirts, 
Tee-shirts, Hats. Also. Grandma, 





Drafting Table for Sale 
4'x5' Drafting Table, must sell ASAP 
$60 obo, please contact 
 Caron ® 352-9881  
Holiday gift ideas, The Pet Place, 
Pets & Supplies, 106 E. Napoleon, 
352-2282.  
HONDAS FROM $500! Police im- 
pounds and tax reposl For listings 1 - 
800-719-3001 ex14558. 
Technics receiver & 5 disc CD play- 
er. 2 klh 15" speakers $450. 260- 
0827. 
For Rent 
Office cleaning, evenings over 
Chnstmas break. 10-12 hrsAveek, 
own trans, required. Call 352-5822. 
[Test your skill with 
NTN Interactive Sports & 
Trivia Games!] 
New For You 
lurniinii 
Food's never been 
this much fun! 
"Houses « Apts. lor Rent" 
Filling fast, school yr. 2001 -2002 
Office, 316 E. Merry «3 
Listings avail. 24 hrs. or will mail. 
 Call 353-0325, 9-9.  
"Starting end ol Dec. 2000" 
Apts. efficiency or rooms avail. 
Good rates avail. 353-0325. 
Cla-Zel Theatre 
Downtown BG* 353-1361 
www.greateasten.hollyviOCd.com 
1 roommate needed for spnng 
semester. $300/mo NO utilities to 
be paid! Own room and full use of 
house including laundry! Call Adam 
0 352-5580. 
1 subleaser needed. 2nd Street Stu- 
dio. Call Ryan at 352-2312. 






Small Pets Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
353-7715 
2 bdrm. apt w/deck lor sublease. 2 
blocks from campus on Scott Hamil- 
ton. Rent negotiable. Spnng semes- 
ter until May 10. 352-7151 
Available Aug. 15 2001  11  1/2 mo. 
lease required, close to university 
3 bdrm. house, $650 * ulil. 
3 bdrm. apt. $550 * util. 
1 bdrm. apt. $300 ♦ ulil. 
Call 686-4651  
BOWLING GREEN 
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
-3,200 sq. H.-1616 E Wooster 
Greenwood Centre, across Irom 
BGSU stadium & Rl 75 $8 65/sq 
II.-+ cam/nnn 
-2,200 sq tl -1616 E. Wooster 
Greenwood Centre, across from 
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75. 
$8 65/sq fu ♦ cam/nnn 
■1,200 sq fl.-Professional Office 
Space Convenient Location with 
parking. 
•Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up 
to 30.000 sq. ft Woodbridge II at Rl. 
75. 
Mecca Management Inc., 
419-353-5800.  
Charing Cross Apartments has short 
term leases Call about our winter 
time special. 352-0590. 
Female roommate needed ASAP 
354-1605 
Ask tor Haley 
House for rent May 2001-May 2002 
236 Troup St. $1000 per mo  plus 
util. 352-6847. 
(Dinner 
Apis, for 2001 -2002 school year 
1 to 3 person-12 mo. leases only 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 
No calls after 8pm 
House for rent. 3 bdrm., 1 lull bath, 
washer/dryer, stove, refrigerator 
Avail. Jan 1st. $870/mo No pels! 
Ulil not incl. Call 373-0146 or 494- 
5785.  
House lor rent, May 2001-May 
,2002. 220 Troup St   $1000 per mo. 
plus util 352-6847 
Houses lor rent 
Shod term lease 
Near campus house 
Avail Jan. Ist-May 10th 
Call 353-3855. 
Houses lor Rent: All 12 month 
leases, tenants pay utilities, security 
deposit & parental guarantees. 
734 Elm-Lg. 3 BR, 2 bath, 
$8007mo. available August 18, 2001, 
352-1662 
316 RkJge(Fronl)-2 BR, $650 avail- 
able May 23, 2001 
316 Ridge(Rear)-1 BR. $350 avail- 
able May 15. 2001. 353-1277. 
217 S. College-3 BR, $650 availa- 
ble May 21, 2001 
201 Georgia-2 BR, $575 available 
January 15. 2001 
128 Manville-4 BR. 2 Bath $975 
available August 20, 2001, 352- 
3492 
Phone 354-2854  
Houses, 1. 2. 4 3 bdrm. apts begin- 
ning May 01. 98 12 mo. leases 
 352-7454.  
Now signing leases for summer or 
fall 2 bdrm turn 704 5th SI. 352- 
3445.  
Professor will share large home with 
graduate student or other professor, 
large wooded lot; 2 wood burning 
lire places. S275/ Including utilities; 
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave 
message. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Large, 2 bdrm apt. own bdrm..$275 
all util. incl Call 353-8702  
Subleasers needed for two bedroom 




SirlOin StCak -WEDNESDAY- 
arm*! Angus Bee.   S[utfecl Pork Chop 
•TUESDAY' 
Swiss Steak •THURSDAY' Baked Chicken 
SQuujn » nans 
rtWirmwrrry 






share your insight, creativity, 
ideas and opinions with the 
Campus Community 






Applications are available in 210 or 
204 West Hall 
Applications due Friday, Dec. 15 
Interviews will be held during Finals 
Week 
Contact: Amy Jo Brown 
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
■      ".■-'.'"' " 
Looking for the perfect 
holiday gift? 
Playstation 2? - forget it!! 
2001 Key Yearbook - Definitely 
10 Years from now. your playstation 
is a 50 cent buy at a garage sale. 
The Key is the gift that 
keeps on giving.  Capture 
your college days forever 
with this year's yearbook! 
Capture the yearbook at it's 
early order discount price 
before January 1, 2001. 
I      I I will take a yearbook for $32.95. 
□ 
will pick up the book next fall at BGSU. 
I will take a yearbook, but I will not be in BG fall of 2001 
when the yearbook comes out. 
I prefer to pay $32.95 plus $4.75 for postage 
and send the year book to : p|ease Charge my 
J Bursar Account 
Name: i 1 Check enclosed 
J (make payable to 
Address:  The KeV> 
Student PIN or SS#:. 
■■■MBSOT 
